
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:

Cornwall has their winter match on Saturday Feb 5 - dress warmly - don't want to snuggle up to
those guys for heat. Then Wentworth has a match on Sunday Feb 6. Things are still a bit up in the
air for matches. Direction from the Province has been slow and a bit unclear, and some clubs are
still deciding on what to do.   We'll post any updates on the web site as we get more information. 

 
Here's some rule reviews to hone your mind for the coming season, courtesy of Legendary
Lawman and Serenity. 

 
Rule Review:

 
Situation

 
There are 5 targets.  The instructions for the rifle are to double tap each rifle target starting on
either end.  The shooter puts shot 1 and 2 on target one, shot 3 and 4 on target 2 and shot 5 on
target three.  Then there is a glitch with the rifle, but no round is ejected.  The shooter eventually
gets the rifle to reload and puts shot 6 and 7 on target 4 and shot 8 and 9 on target 5.  Thinking
they are finished; the shooter puts the rifle down and continues with the pistols.  No other misses
or penalties are incurred.

Q.  What are the penalties assessed?
 

A.  MSV, procedural and a miss.

Having been paying some attention, you know that a miss cannot cause a procedural.  That
statement is true but the miss is counted differently here than you might at first think. So why is a
miss called?

MSV – earned for leaving a live round on the carrier of a long gun after it leaves your hands
 Procedural – earned for not double tapping target 3

 Miss – earned for not firing the tenth round

Rules
 A 5-second penalty is assessed for each unfired round. SHB page 21

 A 10-second penalty is assessed for shooting targets in the wrong order. SHB page 21

Don't forget to check out the classifieds.

You can get my latest covid updates here.
 

You can help support gun owners and fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such
as Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights , The Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The
 National Firearms Association or  The Gun Blog (among others).  
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Next Matches:   Cornwall - Feb 5; Wentworth - Feb 6

Details are on the OSASF Website
 Contact us here
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